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In the children’s picture book, The Little Red Pen, by sisters Janet Stevens and Susan Stevens 
Crummel, the Little Red Pen, much like the Little Red Hen, tries to enlist the help of oth-
ers to accomplish her task—in this story it’s the never-ending job of correcting papers. 
The Little Red Pen insists that if the students’ papers are not graded, “the students won’t 
learn.” From there, she extrapolates that if the students don’t learn, “it might be the end 
of the world!” To her call of “who will help me save the world,” she receives the stock reply 
of “Not I” from all her friends—the other teacher paraphernalia: Stapler, Scissor, Pencil, 
Eraser, Highlighter, and Pushpin. They all offer excuses of how they have been used and 
cannot assist—Stapler’s back hurts from being pounded, Scissor is getting dull from “cut-
ting up,” Eraser is shrinking, Highlighter doesn’t want to dry up, and Senorita Chincheta, 
the pushpin, is the last of her kind and cannot afford to get lost. None of them want to 
risk becoming useless and ending up in the trash bin, otherwise known as “The Pit of No 
Return!”  Thus, the Little Red Pen decides to take on the enormous task all by herself. As can 
be expected, she soon becomes exhausted, passes out, and rolls off the edge of the desk 
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and into the trash bin. The others eventually become aware of her plight, and they enlist 
the help of other school supplies, like Clips, Ruler, Yardstick, and even the classroom pet, 
to work together to save her. Finally, they cooperate to accomplish the grading, stapling, 
highlighting, cutting, sorting, and organizing of students’ papers, basically freely doing 
the tasks they were each meant to do, without fear of becoming worthless. 
The authors do an exceptional job of portraying the personalities of each desktop 
item through illustration, font, and voice. Typical of Janet Stevens’ books, the illustrations 
are exceptional. Her artistic talent shines in this picture book as she personalizes the looks 
of each character while keeping true to its real life form. For example, Eraser is misshapen 
and a bit forgetful. Also, each character’s dialogue is written with a particular font style 
and font color that corresponds with the personality given to that item. For example, 
the pushpin is Hispanic. Her spirited dialogue is written in a vibrant pink font color and a 
very fine point font style. Moreover, each item has a distinct voice. For example, Scissor is 
blunt and to the point. I imagine that the characterization of the different school supplies 
represent particular people in the sisters’ personal and professional life. (I would bet their 
editor is the voice and face of the Little Red Pen herself!) It seems like they had a fun time 
creating this whimsical story. 
In addition to whimsy, the story also has educational appeal. From a literary per-
spective, there are plenty of elements of literature to be discussed from personification, 
to allusion, to onomatopoeia, to puns. From a writing perspective, engaging students 
in composing variations of this story, incorporating other common classroom objects 
would yield imaginative tales. Embedded in the story is a subtle humor based on puns 
that might be missed by young children or English language learners; however, it will not 
impede enjoyment of the story. As a matter of fact, the play on words allow for teaching 
depth of word meaning and developing a love of words. A readers’ theatre performance 
of the story would be an appropriate use of this picture book with older readers. On the 
second author’s website an activity kit for the book is available for free that includes a 
brief readers’ theatre script. 
Overall, the two creative sisters have done it again; they have created an A+ picture 
book. Whether it’s read for pleasure or as part of an educational activity, the story and 
its illustrations will be enjoyed by readers of any age. Although outwardly whimsical, the 
story’s message is clear: live your life happily doing what you were designed to do to 
contribute to the world, and the world will be a better place. Oh, yeah, and get all of your 
grading done because if not, it just might be “the end of the world!”
 10                 Adriana L. Medina
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